Talk to your orthodontist about

The 3M Braces Advantage

and whether it is the best option for your
individual treatment needs
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What is an

Orthodontist?
An Orthodontist is a dentist who specializes in the treatment
of problems with the alignment of your teeth. They can tell
you how early Orthodontic treatment can prevent more serious
problems from developing. If required, the Orthodontist will
provide a complete treatment plan, specific to your needs,
usually involving braces.
Braces are the most common Orthodontic treatment. Braces not
only help align teeth, they also help align the jaw so that the teeth
have more room and the mouth can function better. Braces consist
of small brackets, which can be ceramic or metal, that are bonded
directly to the teeth and require a thin wire to help move the teeth
into place. Your Orthodontist will recommend to you the best option
for your treatment plan because overall the goal of Orthodontics
is to give you a healthy and
beautiful smile!

Today’s

Advanced Orthodontic

Treatment

Fortunately, today’s braces are less noticeable than those
of the past. And, with the most advanced braces, such as
3M Self-Ligating Braces, you will not have to wear the bulky
elastic “bands and rings” that can become stained, requiring
your Orthodontist to change them frequently. Elastic bands can
also retain food particles, making it more difficult for you to
keep braces clean. Finally, there are no bands to put on or take
off - and this can mean quicker and fewer appointments.

Orthodontic treatment helps patients have
a beautiful smile.
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The 3M Braces Advantage
Innovative Self-Ligating Technology
• Enables faster treatment time
• Allows for fewer & faster appointments
• No more elastic bands
• Easy to keep clean
For more information visit www.3MBraces.com
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